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Most people are now aware of the scandal surrounding payment protection insurance, and the fact
that it has been mis-sold to thousands of customers who did not need it, were unaware a financial
deal came with it or did not ask for it. People in this position could be interested in making PPI
claims and before going through with PPI claims it makes sense to find expert companies who have
a wealth of experience in dealing with PPI claims.

There are all sorts of specifics when it comes to making PPI claims and this is why it is important to
go for PPI claims experts who can understand the ins and outs of a certain case and get the results
that clients expect.

Here at Consumer Protection Services we specialise in PPI claims and our wealth of experience in
dealing with PPI claims means we are the number one choice for anyone who thinks they may be
owed a payout due to being sold payment protection insurance they did not want or were not even
aware of.

If you are not sure whether you are eligible to make PPI claims then you might be interested to
know that often, PPI insurance was sold under a different name. Examples of names include
accident sickness and unemployment cover, mortgage payment protection or personal loan
protection, so if you have taken out any of these packages or been sold them without realising, you
could be entitled to PPI claims help.

So what sets us apart from other PPI claims firms?

During our time dealing with mis-sold insurance and PPI claims we have built up strong links with all
of the UKâ€™s major lenders and credit card firms, as well as a number of smaller companies, and this
means we understand the specifics of all different kinds of insurance, allowing us to tackle PPI
claims in the right way.

If you think you could be entitled to making PPI claims then visit us here at Consumer Protection
Services and let our expert PPI claims team help you out. We are a leading provider of PPI claims
help and we can assist you.
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a PPI claims can allow you to claim back any miss-sold PPI and at
consumerprotectionservices.co.uk we can offer professional help to allow you to get your a PPI
refund Visit us today for more information!
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